
MONTHLY ACTIVITY PLANNER
MONTH - APRIL

S.No Subject Activity Name Learning Outcome Material Required
1 English

Ms. Ankita Boral
The Poetry Circle Enhancement of literary appreciation, self expression,analytical skills,vocabulary and 

cultural awareness
Notebooks

2 Spanish
Ms. Kashish

Reading activity To develop the reading skills for better understanding Presentation
Active learning To develop the Speaking skills for better communication NA

3 German
Ms. Kirtika Thakur

Listening activity To develop the skill of listening German & better pronounciation Audio

4 French
Ms. Khushboo Jain

Devinette Helps in developing  creative and imagination skills -

5 Hindi
Ms. Rashmi Agnihotri

लेखन हदं  उ चारण और वतनी का वकास करना कॉपी और पेन
सं ा श द  का खेल श द भंडार म वृ ध तथा चतंनशीलता का वकास कॉपी और पेन

6 ICT
Ms. Garima Rajvanshi

Internal Hardware To identify the various internal parts of a Computer System Worksheet

7 Math
Ms. Pooja Sharma

Rational & irrational Tic-Tac-Toe To identify rational & irrational numbers & differentiate between them Activity sheet
Real number system foldable To understand the difference between rational & irrational numbers & also understand 

types of decimal
Activity sheet

8 Art & Design
Ms. Alphee Kumar

Clay sculptures Holding and understanding Clay Sketch Books 
Salt Art technique Craeting Textures using clay Sketch Books 

9 Science
Ms Sarika Ahuja

Text Analysis of Photosynthesis To analyse the text related to the process and raw materials of Photosynthesis. Worksheet
To prepare a temporary slide of stomata 
from a leaf peel

To understand the role of tiny holes in photosynthesis. Glass slide, coverslip, leaf peel, Safranin, glycerine and 
microscope

Jigsaw Puzzle For Carbon Cycle To understand the processes involved in Carbon Cycle Paper sheet with Jigsaw pieces.
10 Global Perspectives

Ms. Sumita Bhatia
Skills in Global Perspectives- Role Play To become more effective global citizens, capable of analyzing, 

collaborating, communicating, evaluating, reflecting, and researching to 
address the complex challenges and opportunities of our interconnected world.

Coloured sheets, colours

Video watch on different types of animals To justify your opinion and then reflect on your opinion when presented with 
new information.

ICT Lab, Notebook, colours

11 Wellbeing
Ms. Vanya Chadha

View on wellbeing This activity enabled the students to share their own views towards wellbeing A4 Coloured Sheets and pen
Voice it out This activity enabled the students to express their views on the assigned dimensions of 

wellbeing.
Group discussion


